Eastwood Men’s Club Event
Sunday, May 6th, 2018
Best 2 of 4 Net
Rules Sheet
Welcome to the opening event of the 2018 Men’s Club season. Each of the four players
will play his own ball. At the completion of the hole, write down the actual score for each player
on the scorecard. All of the scorecards are marked to give handicap strokes to each player holeby-hole. If you receive any handicap strokes on that particular hole, subtract them from your
gross score to get your net score. Then take the two best net scores per hole and add them
together and put that score at the bottom of the scorecard.
TEES: SELECTED BY MEN’S CLUB MEMBERS
**U.S.G.A. Rules Govern All Play, except for the following local rules:
OUT OF BOUNDS (Rule 27)
Out of Bounds defined by the inside edge of white stakes, roads, or property boundaries (Left #7,
Left #8, Road #9, Left #10, Left #11, Road #12, Left #13, Left #14, Left #18). The parking lot,
cart shed, and cart cage are considered Out of Bounds. When a fence defines the boundary, the
fence itself is out of bounds.
LATERAL HAZARDS (Rule 26-1)*(Including Lateral Water Hazards)
Defined by the inside edge of red stakes or red painted hazard lines. (Right #1, Right #9, Right
#10, Right/Behind Green #11, Right/Left #13, Right #14, Right/Left #15, Right/Left #16,
Right/Left #17, Right #18)
DIRECT HAZARD
Defined by the inside edge of yellow stakes. Hole #12 (Drop area is located on the forward
tee of #12)
DROP AREAS
If your ball enters the water hazard on #12, the drop area is located on the forward most tee
box to the right of the green. The flower bed left of #13 green, you must drop in drop area
with no penalty.
OBSTRUCTIONS (Rule 24) (NEW TREES)
Relief must be taken only when the obstruction physically interferes with the swing or
stance. Interference to line of sight/line of flight in the intended direction of play is not
itself a condition warranting relief from the obstruction.
FIELD EVENTS:
Closest 2nd Shot
Hole # 4 - B Player
Hole # 13 - A Player

Hole #8 - C Player
Hole #18 - D Player

Turn in Scorecards to Scoring Area
Good luck, play well, and have fun!!

